Pharmacogenetics of osteoporosis.
The challenge of personalized medicine is to move away from the traditional 'one-size-fits-all' pharmacology to genotype-based individualized therapies. As an individual's response to drugs is under the control of genes, personal genetic profiles could help clinicians to predict individual drug response and prescribe the right drug and dose, thereby optimising efficacy and avoiding risk of adverse effects. Currently, the concrete application of pharmacogenetics into clinical practice is limited to a few drugs, and the genetic prediction of drug response is far from clear for many of thve principal complex disorders. This is even more evident in the field of osteoporosis and metabolic bone disorders, for which few pharmacogenetic studies have been conducted, and no conclusive results are available. In this chapter, we review recent research on pharmacogenetics of osteoporosis, evaluate criticisms, and offer possible suggestions for improvements in this field and for possible future applications into clinical practice.